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In 2008 John Ikenberry wrote about "The Rise of China and the Future of the West." He suggested that rise, "will undoubtedly be one of the great dramas of the twenty-first century." "But," he added, "exactly how this drama will play out is an open question. Will China overthrow the existing order or become a part of it?"

Any answers must begin with judgments about China's political, economic, and social conditions. Susan Shirk at the time described China as a "fragile superpower," with a leadership worried that the nation's development could threaten the Communist Party's control. Five years ago, David Shambaugh argued that China's global presence was more broad than deep, and China was more of a "partial power." Around that time Xi Jinping became first General Secretary of the Communist Party and then President of China – and began responding to such concerns. Since then, Xi has consolidated power in striking ways, including being re-elected in 2018, having his ideology or "thought" referenced in the party's constitution, and the two-term limit on serving as President abolished. His thought emphasizes one-party rule, a "great rejuvenation" of China on the world stage, combining Marxist and Confucian views, and the need for a decisive and visionary leader – Xi.

Xi has a vision for increasing China's power and stabilizing (or from another view, freezing) its political order. But its economy is being challenged by President Trump's policies and cheaper competitors, and insisting on loyalty and appealing through nationalism, though typical, do not sound like reliable ways to manage broad social change.

So what are the prospects, both for China's governance and its foreign policy?
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